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Hyrule Warriors Developer(s): Omega Force, Team Ninja Publisher(s): :Koei Tecmo//: Nintendo Release Date: August 14, 2014: 26. September, 2014: September 19, 2014: September 20, 2014 Genre: Hack and slash Game Modes: Single Player, Multiplayer Ratings: Cero: PEGI: ESRB: Platform(s): Wii U Hyrule Warriors (ゼルダ無双,
Zelda Musou) is the title of a collaboration between the IP's Omega Force Warriors and Nintendo's longtime legend Zelda series. The Hyrule Warriors were named one of the top ten Wii U titles of 2014 by members of the Nintendo club. This led to Legends and Definitive Edition releases on the Nintendo 3DS and Nintendo Switch, and
then a sequel announced in September 2020 to be released on November 20, 2020 called Age of Calamity set 100 years before the Breath of the Wild event. Hisashi Koinuma and Yosuke Hayashi are producers; Eiji Aonuma is the supervisor. Koei-Tecmo's ceo is Masaki Furusawa. According to Aoumi, developers consider the game the
title of a celebration they created and made for Zelda fans. Kou Shibusawa is unoccused by the development, but expressed hope that the title will sell one million units worldwide. On January 27, 2015, it was announced that this goal was met and free wallpapers became available as thanks to consumers. Early buyers can get a serial
code for three Courage costumes that can be used in the game. The Premium Box edition features an illustrated data book, a Triforce table clock that plays a short version of the main theme as an alarm and three Wisdom costumes. The larger Treasure Box release includes the first print and Premium Box bonuses with a Link scarf, a
miniature replica of the treasure box that opens with the famous Zelda treasure melody and two Power costumes. Consumers who ordered the game from Gamecity received an exclusive set of postcards with their purchase. Wonder Goo offered a limited edition belt. The downloaded version of the game is 7.8 GB. His narrator for the
Japanese dub is Mie Sonozaki and Esra Guler in English. Plot[edit | edit source] Triforce is an artifact of hope that contains parts of Power, Courage and Wisdom with the power to fulfill every desire. Long ago, when ancient evil threatened to overtake Hyrule, a hero gathered Triforce to defeat him. The villain's soul was sealed in four
fragments. Three fragments were sent to distant lands through dimensional portals, and one was sealed inside the divine Master's Sword. The CIA is a witch who was tasked with maintaining parts of Triforce. Although she was once a good person, Cia became infatuated with Link and envious of Zelda. Her jealous mind unleashes oncesealed evil on Hyrule. She creates a world combining twilight princess, Skyward sword, and Ocara's time of worlds. Link must save Hyrule from the clutches of darkness. Gameplay[edit | edit source] Basic controls and basic gameflow similar to most Warriors titles, Y is a normal offense, and X serves as an assault on a charge. Other
manoeuvres include avoiding dodge-rolls (B), dashing (B) and back flips. It is possible to play the whole game only on a GamePad; Wii U Pro controller and Wii Remote + Nunchuk setup are supported in local multi-player mode. On the GamePad, two preset button schemes can be selected - one adapted for Zelda and Warriors players.
Hearts represent health and can be enlarged for all characters who can play by finding pieces of the heart or heart tank at different stages, although only characters with a corresponding heart icon on the stage selection screen can find them. 1/4 of the heart equals 100 damage. Leveling increases the character's health capacity and
attacking power, and the characters can fill the Experience Meter located under the KO count by defeating the enemy. The green bar in the GUI is the Magic Bar from the Zelda series. It is filled with collecting magic pots from defeated enemies and Green Pots. Once charged, players can activate a spell called Focus Spirit that increases
their character's strength and speed for a limited time to constantly smash enemy guards. Defeating many enemies with Focus Spirit can give big KO count bonuses, such as higher rates of decline or additional EXP. Yellow tape is a gauge of the character's special technique, which can be filled by finding Triforce pieces around the map
or attacking enemies. Leveling during the battle is fully fulfilled by the Special Gauge. Players are encouraged to find the weak point of the enemy in their attacking patterns. If successful, the enemies will be stunned and the Weak Spot Meter hovers above them. The goal is to gradually chip away at the endurance gauge before they
recover. If a player completely destroys the gauge, then their massive damage is dealt with by the Weak Point Smash attack. Powerful bosses serve as the main threat to each level and have unique attributes for stepping away from the mob. Morality is represented by the great energy that surrounds the characters. Allied forces glow blue
when morale is high, hostile forces glow red when their morale is high, and third-party forces glow bright neon yellow when morale is high. All forces glow muffled murky green when morale is low. The characters have access to various weapons and objects from the Zelda universe to deal with enemies, which can be obtained by defeated
enemies or the opening of chests (Y). Faithful Zelda, these items (used with ZR) play key roles in defeating giant bosses. Players can only change their arsenal before the battle by visiting the following facilities on the pazar. Training Dojo - Pay a rupee fee for automatic leveling of signs, but no more than the highest rank of character.
Apothecary - Buy a mixture of beverages with Rupees. The mixtures are applied only once and are automatically activated for the next battle after consumption, different passive effects. Only one mixture can be consumed per battle. The effects of the mixture will not be lost after defeat in battle. Badge Market - Use holes and raw
materials to permanently upgrade the character's abilities and unlock their full trees. Smithy - Allows a player to upgrade weapons, transfer skills between weapons, sell weapons for Rupees, assess hidden skills and remove unwanted skills for a fee. Permeate weapons with skills from other weapons of the same type; One skill from one
weapon can be transferred to the empty groove of another weapon, at the cost of Rupees and the destruction of the original original weapon of skills. The hidden skills sealed behind the KO quota can be assessed here for a fee, in proportion to how many KO quotas have been met. Most of the game is partly voice. The story and dialogue
about combative characters remain silent with limited audible pronunciations and quotations; the omniscient narrative in the third person is fully pronounced. DLC prices and free updates include costumes, signs, weapons, adventure maps, Amiibo support, and scenarios. Modes[| Edit Source] Legend Mode[edit | Source] Main story mode
separated into eighteen chapters. Clearing this mode unlocks the second Golden Skulltula on the map and the setting is more difficult. Free Mode[edit | edit source] Reprise of other Warriors titles. Allows the player to replay the unlocked chapters of Legend Mode as any unlocked character. Adventure Mode[edit | source] A board game
experience that uses classic Legend of Zelda NES visuals. This mode must be played to unlock additional characters, higher-level weapons, multiple parts of the heart, and Gold Skulltulas. Online interaction is available only in this mode. Challenge Mode[edit | edit source] Includes multiple battles with certain limitations or conditions.
Characters[edit | edit source] See Also Unit Types (Hyrule Warriors) Playable[edit source] Giants[edit source] Argorok The Arrested King Dodongo Gohma Manhandla Stages[edit | edit source] Each stage has a recommended element that can affect | how players choose their characters and weapons styles. Medals[edit | edit source] *
denotes medals available as DLC. The list of bronze medals a hundred years in advance beat 100 or more enemies with one special attack. Big Bro has helped 10 network connections in adventure mode. The craftsman ended the battle using only objects. Cucco's revenge managed to be defeated by Cucco. A destructive force defeated
1,000 or more enemies in one battle. Grandma's boy created every kind of blend. The magic warrior defeated 500 enemies during one use of Focus Spirit. The marathon runner dashed a total of 42,195 km or more. A serious adventurer has achieved the act in adventurous mode. Superstar activated all Focus Spirit bonuses. Silver Medal
List Badge Collector Created each Badges. The insect catcher defeated 50 golden skulltules. Related Terms * * Termina map. Connected Twilight Worlds * Clear the Twilight Map. Connected Worlds has completed an adventurous mode. Everyone's hero has saved an ally 500 or more times. The hero in green tunic completed legend
mode. Hyrule Warrior defeated a total of 100,000 or more enemies. Lawn mower Cut a total of 1,000 or more strands of grass. Limit Breaker * Raised warrior to level 150. Unlimited ambition * Raised warrior to level 200. Material Master * Collect 999 of one type of material. Gold medal list Not so terrible fate * Found all the secret elements
on termina map. Secret to everyone Found all the secret elements in adventure mode. Twilit Secret to all * Found all the secret elements on the twilight map. Know-It-All has completed all the illustrations. Millionaire Acquired a total of 1,000,000 or more Rupees. Pixel Perfect * Collected all 8-bit weapons. Ruler of Termin * Achieved rank
in all terms map battles. Ruler of the Main World * Achieved rank in all Master Quest Map battles. Ruler of the twilight world * achieved rank in all battles twilight cards. The ruler of the world has achieved rank in all battles in adventurous mode. Still a secret to everyone * Found all the secret elements on Master Quest Map. The Real Deal
ended Legend Mode in Hero Mode difficulties. The treasure hunter has acquired a total of 100 or more super-rare materials. The true master sword unlocked the true power of the Master Sword. The gun master has acquired a total of 1,000 or more weapons. [edit | edit source] At E3 2014 there was a demo that can be played with
additional characters that can be played (Zelda and Midna). An early look at Nintendo's E3 Zelda trailer was posted on Twitter before the main event. It gave coverage during the E3 Nintendo Treehouse Live and after show session. Producer Hayashi introduced the game during the second half of July 24 Denjin◗Gacha! Episode. The end
conference was broadcast live on 31 July at 2pm (JST). Kou Shibusawa, Shigeru Miyamoto, supervisors, producers, and Haruna Iikubo, Morning Musume. '14 members and sub-leaders, they showed up for the presentation. Idol was given a treasure box with Miyamoto's autograph and gleefully showed it on the group's blog. Nico Nico
users were able to watch a follow-up programme that included Twilight Princess Let's Play On August 1 at 8.30pm (JST). It was a stellar title for the August 5 episode of Nintendo Direct at 12pm (JST). It was one of the playable demos at Koei Tecmo's Tokyo Game Show 2014 stand. This game had three stage events on the Koei-Tecmo
stage for the four-day event; The first two were dedicated to announcing and future updates while the last one was a tournament. An early trial was closed in Japan on 31 October. Participants were given the original clear file for their problems. On August 30, Nintendo hosted an event at the Renaissance Seattle by Marriott hotel where
players could Full game, interact with Zelda cosplay actor hired nintendo, and gain access to merchandise. The weekly Famitsu included a digital compilation in its July 4 issue. Two guides are planned. The first includes Legend Mode maps and general combat tips, while the second has adventure mode tips. Buy a limited gamecity
shopping offer for both guides to get a poster made of fabric main visual. Gallery[| Editing Source] European Limited Edition boxDenjin◗Gacha! Zelda Musou fanart viewers ShutenNojima Kitasenju Oda Nobunyaga plugSeptember 19 ~26 Nintendo eShop 10% fan discount flyerNintendo Joined in on the Ganondorf hair memeOn you
message to players from the development teamAdd a photo to this gallery Trivia[edit source] The Materials Book reveals an unused female Link lookalike named Linkle. The concept echoes a Western internet misunderstanding regarding Link's gender in the 2014 teaser E3 for The Legend of Zelda. Positive feedback for her character led
to her finished development. External Links[| Edit Source] Source]
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